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Two basic techniques are presented to show the decidability status of a number of problems 
concerning node label controlled graph grammars. Most of the problems are of graph- 
theoretic nature and concern topics like planarity, connectedness and bounded degreeness of 
graph languages. 
The theory of graph grammars constitutes a well-motivated and by now well- 
developed area within theoretical computer science, see, e.g., [2] and in particular 
]3,41. 
Node label controlled graph grammars (NLC grammars) were introduced in [5] 
and further investigated in [6]. They were introduced in an attempt to formulate 
sequential (as opposed to parallel) graph grammars in which both basic components 
of a single rewriting step ((1) the (node) replacement, and (2) the establishing of the 
connections between the “daughter” graph introduced by rewriting and the rest of the 
“mother” graph) are dependent on node labels only and not on the “node 
configuration.” In this way NLC grammars model a process of rewriting of graphs 
which is quite “context independent,” where it should be immediately stated that the 
phrase “context independent” in graphs has quite a different meaning than in strings 
(there is simply so much more structure to be dependent on). More specifically if a 
node u in a graph A is rewritten by an NLC grammar into a graph B then (1) the 
choice of B depends on the label of u only, and (2) the way that connections between 
a node u of B a node B of A (adjacent to U) are established is dependent on the labels 
of u and fi only. 
In [5] we have investigated the structure of derivations in NLC grammars and we 
have arrived at a “pumping theorem” for NLC grammars. This is quite surprising, 
especially so that in [6] it is shown that, quite contrary to the original motivation, 
NLC grammars still possess many “context dependencies.” In [6] we also investigate 
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various restrictions and extensions of NLC grammars, provide some normal forms 
for them and also investigate the connection between NLC grammars and string 
languages. 
Now we turn to basic decision problems concerning NLC grammars. Although we 
briefly consider some standard language theoretic decision problems, such as the 
decision status of the equivalence problem of NLC grammars, the bulk of the paper is 
devoted to problems intrinsic to graph grammars and languages. Hence we consider 
problems concerning planarity, connectivity, bounded degreeness of graphs (in a 
given graph language), etc. It is worthwhile to stress at this point that the results we 
obtain not only shed light (we think) on the “effectiveness of graph language 
generation by graph grammars” but also, their proofs illustrate a number of examples 
of quite involved graph language defining mechanisms that NLC grammars provide. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section I we recall basic notions and terminology concerning graphs and graph 
grammars, providing at the same time basic notation for this paper. 
In Section II we solve “directly” two basic decision problems concerning NLC 
grammars. In this way the reader gets acquainted with NLC grammars. 
In Section III we present our first basic technique for proving the undecidability of 
some problems concerning NLC grammars. It consists of a rather elaborate way of 
coding (an instance of) the Post Correspondence Problem into the language of a 
NLC grammar. Using this technique we show the undecidability of several problems 
of graph theoretical nature concerning NLC grammars. 
In Section IV we show a different technique for proving the undecidability of a 
problem concerning NLC grammars. It consists of reducing the problem to the 
emptiness problem for context sensitive (string) grammars. We show several 
applications of this technique. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some basic notions and terminology concerning graphs 
and graph grammars. We also establish the basic notation for this paper. 
For a finite set X, #X denotes its cardinality. The set of non-negative integers is 
denoted by N and the set of positive integers is denoted by N +. 
As far as (undirected labelled) graphs are concerned we use the following notation 
and terminology. (Notions that are not explained in this section can be found in [ 11). 
(1) In the sequel, unless otherwise indicated, we will consider undirected, labelled 
graphs, shortly called “graphs.” An (undirected labelled) graph is a 4-tuple 
(V, E, Z, cp), where V is a finite nonempty set (of nodes), E is a set of multisets of two 
elements of V (the set of edges), I; is a finite nonempty set (of labels), and p is a 
function from V to Z (the labelZing function). If X is a graph, then we will denote the 
set of nodes, the set of edges, the set of labels and the labelling function of X by V,, 
E,, Zx, rp,, respectively. 
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(2) If JY is a finite set and X is a graph with Ex c z then X is a graph ouer C. We 
denote the set of graphs over E by G,. 
(3) Two nodes of a graph are called neighbors (or adjacent) if they are incident 
to the same edge. A graph X is totally disconnected if EX = 0. 
(4) An isolated node is a node that is not incident to any edge. 
(5) The degree of a node in a graph is the number of edges that are incident to it. 
(6) The degree of a graph, deg(H), is the maximal degree of its nodes. 
(7) A set L of graphs is of degree k if for all HE L we have deg(H) < k and 
there is a graph HE L such that deg(H) = k. 
(8) A set L of graphs is of bounded degree if there exists a positive integer k such 
that L is of degree k. 
(9) A chain is a graph of the form 
1’1’ 1’2’ 1’3’ j(4) p-1) p 
_ . . . _ 
X0 Xl X2 X3 X n-1 Xn 
(two nodes are of degree 1 and all the other nodes are of degree 2). We will denote 
the labels above the chain and the names of the nodes under it. 
(10) If B is a subgraph of a graph A, then A\B denotes the full subgraph of A 
with node set V,\V,. If B has only one node, say b, then we write A\b instead of 
A\B. 
(11) If Z; z are finite nonempty sets, then a weak coding h from z into E is a 
function from E to EU {A}. The image under h of a graph (V, E, 2; (p) is the graph --- 
(V, E, C, @) over E, where 
F= V\{xE VI h(q(x))=A}, 
8={{x,y}EElxE v,yE p}, 
q? is h o rp restricted to l? 
If h(Z) s E then we say that h is a coding. 
(12) Two graphs X and Y are isomorphic if there is a bijection h from V, to V, 
such that q+ o h = (pX, and {a, 6) E E, if and only if {h(u), h(b)} E E,. 
Next we will recall from [5, 61 the basic notions, terminology and notation 
concerning node label controlled graph grammars. 
(13) A NLC grammar is a system G = (,?Y, d, P, C, Z), where 
Z is a finite nonempty set (the total qlphabet), 
A is a nonempty subset of 2: (the terminal alphabet), 
P is a finite set of pairs of the form (d, D), where d E Z. and D E G, ; P is called 
the set of productions, 
C is a subset of 2: x Z (the connection relation), 
Z is a graph over G (the axiom). 
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To define a derivation step in a NLC grammar G = (C, A, P, C, Z) we first define a 
“concrete” derivation step: if H, fl are graphs over z, u E VH and oH(v) = d, then H 
directly c-derives i? by replacing node v by D, using production (d, D) (denoted 




vjT= (VH\IUl)U vi?, 
ER=(EH\{{~,y)Ix=u ory=v})UE,- 
U {{X,Yl IxE Vb,Y e VH{rJl, (r&&)9 (PH(Y))E Cl, 
(cl rp&) = I &f(x) if xE VH, cpD(X) if xEVn. 
Intuitively speaking this means that the d-labelled node u is removed from H omitting 
all the edges incident to v; then u is replaced by D, which is isomorphic to D, and 
finally new edges are added according to the connection relation C: if x is a node of 
d and y is a neighbor of u in H, then a new edge, incident to x and y is added if and 
only if (q&x), (p_*(y)) E C. If H, R are graphs over & then H directly derives g in G, 
denoted H ac H, if there exists a node v E V,, a production ((Pi, D) E P and a 
graph l? over 2 such that H 3 (u,Dj fi and E? is isomorphic to i;i. 
For a non-negative integer n and graphs H, R over Z we will write H *c if if 
either n = 0 and H = i;?, or n = 1 and H =s~ fi, or there are graphs H,, H, ,..., H,_, 
over E such that H*G H, =s~ H,=s-, . . . =s~ H,_, =+,I% 
We will denote the reflexive and transitive closure of s-~ by =s: and the transitive 
closure by =x:. 
If G(E, d, P, C, Z) is a NLC grammar, then the exhaustive language S(G) of G is 
the set {H ( Z =sZ H}. The language generated by G, denoted L(G) is the set 
S(G) n G,. 
A derivation a of a graph H in a NLC grammar G is a sequence 
H, = Z, H,, H, ,..., H, = H such that, for 0 < i Q n - 1, Hi =x~ Hi+ 1 together with a 
precise description of how the rewriting Hi *G Hi+ I is performed. This is formally 
defined in [5]. The number of steps, n, is then called the length of @, H is the result 
of Q and H,, H, ,..., H,_, are the intermediate graphs of g. 
In the sequel, we assume that a NLC grammar G = (E, A, P, C, Z) does not have 
useless symbols, that is, for all d E 22, there are graphs (over z) H, fi such that 
Z 3: H 32 a, H has at least one d-labelled node, and fi E L(G). 
(14) For a NLC grammar G = (2, A, P, C, Z) we define L,,,,(G) = (H 1 E L(G) 
and H is conneted}, S,,,,(G) = {H 1 HE S(G) and H is connected}. 
(15) In [ 61 we also introduce the concept of a RNLC grammar. This differs from 
a NLC grammar by the fact that in a RNLC grammar every production has its own 
connection relation. A production of a RNLC grammar G = (.X, A, P, Z) is thus of 
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the form 7c = ((d, D); C(a)), where (d, 0) is as in the case of a NLC grammar, and 
C(n) is a subset of Z x Z, the connection relation of n. The definition of 
H (“3, g using the production ((d, D); C(n)) 
is analogous to that for NLC grammars, given in (14), except that (b) becomes 
ER=(EH\{{x,y}(x=vory=u})UEn 
U{lx,JJ}lxC Vs9yE v,\{u},((P6(X),V)M(Y))EC(~)}. 
(16) Two grammars G, G with L(G) = L(G) are called equiualent. It is shown in 
[6] that there is an algorithm which, given an arbitrary RNLC grammar G constructs 
an equivalent NLC grammar G. On the other hand it is easy to see that for any NLC 
grammar G one can construct an equivalent RNLC grammar G: associate the 
connection relation of G with every production of G. 
(17) Furthermore, it is shown in [6] that there is an algorithm that for an 
arbitrary NLC grammar G constructs an equivalent NLC grammar 
G = (z, 2, p, c, z) such that P contains no productions for elements of 6. From (16) 
it follows that an analogous algorithm exists for RNLC grammars. 
In this paper we will also consider an extension of a NLC grammar resulting by 
allowing erasing productions. 
DEFINITION. A NLC grammar with erasing, denoted ANLC grammar, is a 
system G = (C, A, P, C, Z), where P = P, UP,, (Z, 4 P,, C, 2) is an NLC grammar 
and P, is a set of productions of the form (d, A) with d E Z; the elements of P, are 
called erasing productions. 
We let HS(,,*, A by applying production (d,A) if v E V,, o,(o) = d, 
v,= Gf\r47 and Exr=(EH\{{u,x}]xE V,,})U{{x,y}]x#y and {u,xJ, 
{u, y} E EH}. This means that the d-labelled node u is removed and that all neighbors 
of a in H become adjacent to each other in R. The application of productions from 
P, is defined as for NLC grammars. 1 
We end this section by defining several additional notions concerning graphs and 
NLC graph grammars that will be used in the sequel. 
DEFINITION. (1) Let H= (VH,E,,,CH, pN) be a graph. Then 
(1.1) x, y E EH are aQacent labels in H if there exist n, , n2 (2 V, such that 
o&J = x9 %A%) = Y, and In,, n,l E 4,. 
(1.2) X, Y c ZH are adjacent sets of labels in H if there exist x E X, y E Y such 
that x and y are adjacent labels in H. 
(1.3) x, y E 2;, are connected labels in H if there exist n,, n, E VH such that 
p&z,) =x, ~&z,) = y and there exist nodes ui, v~,..., v, in V, such that vi = n,, 
tr, = n2 and for j E { 1,2,..., i - 1 }, u, is adjacent to vi+ 1. 
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(1.4) X, Y 5 I;H are connected sets of labels in H if there exists x E X, y E Y 
such that x and y are connected labels in H. 
(2) Let G = (z, A, P, C, Z) be a NLC grammar. 
(2.1) X, Y c A are adjacent sets of labels in G if there exists a graph HE L(G) 
such that X and Y are adjacent in H. 
(2.2) X, YE A are connected sets of labels in G if there exists a graph 
H E L(G) such that X and Y are connected in H. I 
II. Two DIRECT RESULTS 
In this section we consider two decision problems whose solutions are rather 
straightforward (standard). By following those solutions the reader can acquire the 
basic familiarity with NLC grammars. 
Our first theorem provides a positive solution to a quite basic decision problem. 
THEOREM 1. Given an arbitrary NLC grammar G = (C, A, P, C, Z) and 
arbitrary labels a, b of A, it is decidable whether or not a and b are adjacent in G. 
Proof. We define a sequence T,, , T, , T2 ,... of subsets of C X Z as follows: 
T,,= ((x,y)(x,yE&x is adjacent toy in Z); 
Ti+ 1 = Ti U {(x, y) 1 x, y E 2; and there are s, t in Ti for which there is 
a graph M with ti *,M and a and b are adjacent in M}. 
Clearly, if Tj = Tj+, , we have 
Tji-Z = Tj+IU{(X,y)IX,yEZ and there is a pair (~,t) in Tj+I 
for which there is a graph M with Lf s-~ M 
and x and y are adjacent in M}, 
= Tj U ((x, y) 1 x, y E Z and thete is a pair (s, t) in Tj 
for which there is a graph M with Lt =s-~ A4 
and x and y are adjacent in M}, 
= T/+,3 
and hence, since z x C is finite, we have for some j, E R\J : T,, $ T, 4 T2q --- 4 
TjO= TjO+l = Tj,+z = *** . Furthermore, we have: (x, y) E Tj if and only if there is an 
H in S(G) for which Z =z$- H and x is adjacent to y in H. This can be seen as 
follows : 
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-If j = 0, this follows directly from the definition of r,, . 
-If j # 0, then (x, y) E 7’j implies that there is a pair (s, t) in Tj_, such that for 
some graph M, ‘&! *AM and x is adjacent to y in 44. If the claim holds for 
0, l,...,j - 1, then from (s, t) E T,_, it follows that there is a graph fl with 2 =$-I Z? 
and fl has a subgraph of the form L’. Since L’ 3: A4 it is clear that fi *k H, 
where x and y are adjacent in H. On the other hand, if there exists a graph HE S(G) 
for which Z =a& H and x is adjacent to y in H, then it is easy to see that (x, y) E Tj. 
This proves the claim. Since the construction of the 7% is effective the construction of 
Tj, is effective and so we have (a, b) E TjO if and only if a is adjacent to b in G. 1 
Our second result provides a negative solution to the standard equivalence problem 
concerning grammars. 
THEOREM 2. Given two arbitrary NLC grammars G, and G,, it is undecidable 
whether or not L(G,) = L(G,). 
Proof: From (16) in Section I it follows that it suffices to show that the 
equivalence problem is undecidable for RNLC grammars, i.e., it is undecidable 
whether or not two arbitrary RNLC grammars generate the same language. The 
RNLC grammar G, given below, generates the language 
such that t, r> 1; for 1 <i<t, liE (0, I}; for 1 <j<r, miE {0, 1); and I,l, -.. 11# 
mir(m,m, -.. m,)}, where for a word x, I&(X) denotes the mirror image of x. 
G, = G , d 1, P, , Z,), 
where 
z, = {o, I,& i, P, Q, R S, TJ, 
A, = (0, l,b, 7, T}, 
z,=z, 
andifweletC,,={0,1}X{O,l}andC,,= {b, i } x {6, i }, then P, has the following 
productions : 
(1) for all xE (0, l}, 
(( x s 2 s, - 1 ;c,,uc,, EP,, ) 
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(2) for all x E (0, 1 }, 
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((s,“); ) Gnu IQ, x 1% 11 EP,, 
((ze); ) C,,U{P}X pii) EP,, 
and 
((Qv “); ) C,,U{Qlx {(Al} EP,, 
(3) for all x, y E (0, 1 } with x # y, 
(i s,xx) c,,uc,,) EP,, 
(4) for all x E {O, l), 
((zhxA);c,,u pi x p, ij) w,, 
((,,~~);c,,,,,,x,,,l,)~.,, 
(5) for x E {P, Q, R}, 
((+,Xd,)EP,. 
If 1,1, . a. 1, f mir(m, m2 -. . m,) then there are two possibilities: either t # r; this 
corresponds to a derivation in which productions of type (2) occur, or t = r and for 
some i, IQi<t, lifm,_,+,. This corresponds to a derivation in which productions 
of type (3) occur. Now let (A, B) be an instance of the post correspondence problem, 
abbreviated PCP. Let A = (a,, a2 ,..., a,) and B = v,, & ,..., j3,) be lists of nonempty 
words over (0, 1). We will now construct a RNLC grammar G, that generates the 
language 
1, 12 4 1, p a, fir_, Hi, { .__ . . . _ . . . _ such that there is a sequence 
. . z,,z* ,..., i,E N withl,l,..- lt=ai,ai*...aisandmir(m,,m, ,..., M~)=/I~,,/?~,***/.I~,}~ 
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Let G, = (& , A,, P, , Z,), where 
Z, = (0, i,O, i, o,, i,, l&, f,, w, v, q, 
d, = {o, I, 0, i, z-1, 
V 
z,= 0) 
and if we let C,, = {O,, l,} x {0, 1, O,, lt} and C,, = {6,, i,} x 10, i, $, i,}, then P, 
has the following productions : 
(1) forall l~i(n,whereI,l,~~~I,=a,andmir(m,~~~~~~,)=~~, 
(( p$d2 . . . lW1 . ..%!!% 1 ; c2,(Jc*2 1 czp,, 
(( 4, 12 K - 1, WV, . . . - %- I%$ . . . _ 1 ; G,UC** ) EP,, 
and 
(2) P, includes 
Observe that C, fY ZY;, = A, = A, and neither P, nor P, contains productions for labels 
in zi. This makes it easy to construct a RNLC grammar G, with L(G,) = L(G,) U 
L(G,): let G&Y,, A,, P,, Z,), where 
z3=z1uz;zu{s’} with S’ &C, UZ,, 
4 = A, (=A,), 
s 
z,= ??, 
p, = p, UP, U {(W, Z,); 0, WY Z,); #)I. 
It is obvious that L(G,) # L(G,) if and only if PCP(A, B) has a solution. Since A and 
B were arbitrary, this proves the theorem. a 
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III. THE FIRST BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
In this section we consider a number of decision problems concerning NLC 
grammars. The solutions of all of them depend directly or indirectly on the 
construction that we present next. 
We will prove first that it is undecidable whether or not the language of a NLC 
grammar contains a totally disconnected graph. To this aim we will show that a 
decision procedure for this problem would lead to a decision procedure for the Post 
Correspondence problem (PCP). For any instance (A, B) of PCP, we will construct a 
RNLC grammar G(A, B) such that L(G(A, B)) contains a totally disconnected graph 
if and only if PCP(A, B) has a solution. By (16) of Section I, this will prove the 
desired result. Our construction is rather complicated, and for this reason it is 
presented in several steps. 
Step I 
We will construct a family Yi of RNLC grammars that differ from each other by 
their axioms only. The axioms will be chains, and in each element of r, a totally 
disconnected graph can be derived in exactly one way. 
Let u be the permutation on { 1,2,3}defined by a(l) = 2, u(2) = 3, a(3) = 1. 
Let p = u* (hence, p(l) = 3, p(2) = 1, p(3) = 2). 
An element of Y1 is of the form (,IY,, A,, P,, Z,), where 
zll = (Ui 1 i= 1329 39 t) U (bi 1 i= 1329 3, t} U {Ci 1 i= 1,2,3, t) U {d, L}, 
A, = {Ld}, 
Z, is of the form 
h a2 a3 aI a2 a3 al a3 a1 a2 a, _ . . . _ _ _ . 9 
P, consists of the following productions: 
(la> for i= Iv29 3: ((ai, “4); {bi,L) X x,\{(L, Q,(i)>, (La,), (L Cpcn)}), 
(lb) ((afl % Ib,,L) x &\{(L CA (L ~21, (L c,)}), 
(2a) for i = I,% 3: ((bi, 9”); {Ci, L} X zi\{(L, Q,(~I), (L, a,)}), 
(2b) ((b,, ‘.‘% {c,,L} x E;,), 
(3a) for i = 1,2, 3: ((ci, ’ “); z, X Ci\{(L, b,ci,), (L, b,), (4 b,(i)), (4 b,)}), 
(3b) ((c,, P 4); z;, x &), 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G, E FI. IfI? 
L-labelled nodes of g niust be isolated. 
=s& H and H is totally disconnected, then all 
ProoJ Assume to the contrary that H contains a node n labelled by L and n is 
not isolated. Let n, be a node in fi adjacent to n. Since R *& H, in deriving H from 
5-l l/22/2-4 
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I!? we must rewrite n,. (We have no productions for rewriting n.) However, (L, L) is 
in the connection relation of every production in P, and every production in P, 
introduces a node labelled L. Consequently after rewriting n,, every successively 
derived graph will contain two adjacent L-labelled nodes, a contradiction. 
From the above result it easily follows that, given G, in q, there exists a unique 
derivation in G, yielding a totally disconnected graph; moreover this derivation is of 
the following form (we encircle the node that is being rewritten): 
! i d. d. ? ,.t 4 
tk kii .Lit itt LLL LL . . . . . 
* 
% 
d d d c2 . . i . . . i “t 
LL LLL LLL LLL LLL LL L 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3 
61 
P d. . . ‘! . d d 
d 
& 
I_; tii LLL LLL LLL LLL L , . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3 
6. 
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d d d d d d tt . . . . . . @ 
L_ LLL ILL LLL LLL LLL LL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T 
d d d d d . . . . t! i . 
;L LLL LLL LLL LL L ILL LLL 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Observe that in such a derivation, all intermediate graphs without b-labelled nodes 
have exactly one c-labelled node. 
Step II 
Again we will define a family Yz of RNLC grammars, differing by their=axioms 
only. An element of Y1 is a grammar (JY2, A,, P,, Z,), where JT, = zzU E;, , with 
Ez = (ai 1 i = 1, 2, 3, t} U {bi 1 i = 1,2,3, t) U {ci 1 i = 1,2,3, t} U {d, L}, E2 = {Ai / i = 
1, 2, 3, t} U=(Bi 1 i = 1, 2, 3, t} U (Ci 1 i = 1, 2, 3, t) U {II, L} (obviously we require 
that z-2 n z=, = {L}), 
A,= {d,D,L}, 
Z, is of the form shown in Fig. 1 (where in general there is no relation between the 
lengths of the “upper” and the “lower” chain and all nodes of the upper chain are 
adjacent to all nodes of the lower chain), P, consists of the following productions (let 






for i= 1,2,3: ((a,, ‘ii); {bi, L} X E*\{(L, au(i))~ (L- at)T (Ly c,(i))1 
u 1 (L, c,>, (L, c*), (L3 c,)Y (Lv c,)} u {bi} X z*), 
((a,, % “); {b,, L} X c,\{(L, c,), (L, c*), (L, c3)) 
u {(L, C,), (L, C,), (L, C,), (L, C,)} u {(L,A,)J u {b,} X .Q, 
for i = 1, 2, 3: ((bi, “)i {cj, L} X z*\{(L, a,(,,), (L, af)} 
u {(L, B,)? (L, B,), (L, Bj)T (L9 B,)} u (ci} X E*>, 
((b,, 8 f); {c,, L } x E* ” {(L B,), (L &), (L B3), (L B,)] 
” @,I x E” {(L C,)~)~ 
for i = 1, 2, 3: ((ci, d 4); 
Id, L I X &\{(L9 buci))9 (L, bt), (d9 ho(i))* (d, bt)\ 
” {(L c,>, (L c,>, (L c,>, (L C,)}>, 
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WI ttc,, !’ Cl; VT Ll x G u I@, Cl), (L C,), (L C,), (L, C,)}), 
(4a) for i= 1, 2, 3: ((A,, jIi”); IBi9Ll X z*\{(L9Ao(i))v (L9A,)9 (L9 C,(i))} 
u {(L9 bl)Y (LV b& (L9 bj)9 (L9 b,)} u {Bi) X E*)9 
(4b) ((A,, %?; P,, L 1 X E\I(G CA (L C,), (L C,)} 
u {(L 0 (L WY (L u (L WI u {(La,), (L a,), (La,)}, 
u P,J X E*, 
(5a) for i= 1,2,3: ((Bi, “‘); {ci,L} Xz*\{(LVA,,ij)Y (L,A,)} 
u {(L9 c1)9 (L9 c*)Y (L9 cj)9 (LV C,>} u {ci} X E*)9 
0) ((Btv v; {C,, L} X z* u {(L c,), (L 4, (L Cj), (L, c,)} u {C,} x E*), 
(6a) for i = 1,2,3: ((Ci, 4 i); 
iDv LJ x F*\{(L, Bocij)v (L9 Bt), CD9 Bu(ij)9 (D9 Bt)l)9 
(6b) ((Cu e “); {II, L} X T*). 
PROPOSITION 2. If G, = (z, , AZ, P2, Z,) E g, then a totally disconnected graph 
can be derived in G, Lf and only if the upper and the lower chains of the axiom Z, 
have equal lengths. If a totally disconnected graph can be derived, then it is unique 
and it has a unique derivation in GZ. 
Proof: (a) Proposition 1 of I holds for G, also: if R =+,$ H, H is totally discon- 
nected, then all L-labelled nodes of B are isolated. 
- = 
(b) Let h, h be weak codings defined by 
i;(x) = x if xE&, ii(x) = A if x E F*\{L}, 
X(x) =x if xEZ*, X(x) = A if x E Z*\(L). 
Let pz be the set of productions, resulting from the sets of productions (la), (lb), 
(2a), (2b), @a), (3b) f rom the definitign of P, by replacing each connection relation 
by its intersection with & x &. Let P2 be the set of productions, resulting from the 
sets of productions (4a), (4b), @a), Qb), (6a), (6b) by replacing each connection 
relation by its intersection with Ez x &, Then zbviously, & {d, L }, F, &(Z,)) E Fl 
and if K is the RNLC system, resulting from (Z:, , {D, L}, F, &(Z,)) by replacing all 
capital letters (except L) by small letters, then K E ?, . 
(~1 If HE S(G), 
then {n,, nz} E E,,, (Informally: all a-, b- or c-labelled nodes are adjacent to all A-, 
B- or C-labelled nodes.) 
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Proof of (c) Suppose (n,, n2} & E,. Let R be the last graph of a derivation 
sequence for H in which the ancestors n’, , n; of n, and n2 are connected. Then, in the 
following step, either a production of one of the forms (la), (lb), (2a), (2b), is 
applied to n; or a production of one of the forms (4a), (4b), (5a), (5b) is applied to 
n;. It is easily seen that all thzse cases lead to a contradiction; e.g., the connection 
graph of (la) contains { bi} x C, . 
(d) From (a) and (c) it follows that a derivation leading to a totally disconnected 
graph must satisfy the following restrictions: 
-a production of the form (la) or (lb) may not be applied to a graph that 
contains a C,-labelled node (a E { 1,2,3, t}), 
-a production of the form (2a) or (2b) may not be applied to a graph that 
contains a B,-labelled node (a E { 1, 2, 3, t}), 
-a production of the form (3a) or (3b) may not be applied to a graph that 
contains a C,-labelled node (a E { 1,2,3, t)), 
-a production of the form (4a) or (4b) may not be applied to a graph that 
contains a b,-labelled node (a E { 1, 2, 3, t}), 
-a production of the form (5a) or (5b) may not be applied to a graph that 
contains a c,-labelled node (a E ( 1, 2, 3, t}), 
-a production of the form (lb) may not be applied to a graph’that contains an A,- 
labelled node, 
-a production of the form (4b) may not be applied to a graph that contains an 
a,-labelled (a E { 1, 2, 3}), 
-a production of the form (2b) may not be applied to a graph that contains a C,- 
labelled node. 
(e) Now it follows from (b) and (d) that the only derivation leading to a totally 
disconnected graph is of the form depicted in Figs. 2a and 2b. (In each step, it 
follows from (b) that we must rewrite one of the encircled nodes.) 
(By (d) we know that only a production of type (Sa) may be applied.) 
-Yyy+y _’ y L.c’ AZ At 
z 
FIG. 2a. Beginning of a derivation in G, leading to a totally disconnected graph. 
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(From (d) it follows that the “upper” node must be rewritten, because productions of the form (4a) may 
not be applied.) 
(Since, by (d), a production of type (la) cannot be applied, the lower node must be rewritten.) 
(From (d) we know that a production of type (la) cannot be applied.) 
(From (d) it follows that we may not use a production of the form (5a).) 
(From (d) follows that we may not use a production of the form (5a).) 
D . 
-f-%-?% ... +t, LL LB2 . . . 
FIG. 2a-Continued. 
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(Thus, a “macrostep” was completed and the rest of the derivation iterates this macrostep, “breaking” 








. . . . 
(From (d) it follows that productions of the form (2a) may not be used.) 
P d b, at . 
L L L LL L 
. . . . . . 
(From (d) it follows that we cannot use a production of type (4b).) 




. . . ‘.i 
.D .D a 
LL ILL L LC, 
. . . . . . . At 
=a 
G, 
(From (d) we know that we may not apply a production of type (lb).) 
a 
$2 
FOG. 2b. Last part of the derivation from FIG. 2a. 
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(From (d) we know that we may not apply a production of type (lb).) 
d d c, “t . . 
L.L. L.L.L. L L . . 
.o 
0 
. T-4 D . 9 
L.k 
L LL 
. . . L.L.t i 
* 
6, 




. . L.L.i 
(From (d) it follows that we may not ue a production of type (5b) so we must rewrite the upper one.) 
d d d h 
. . . 









. . . . . .’ 
(It follows from (d) that we must rewrite the lower, encircled node.) 
d d d bt 
. . . 






. . I Ct 
LL LLL LLL LL 
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(Again, it follows from (d) that we cannot rewrite the upper, encircled node.) 
d d d bt . . . 0 
LL LLL LLL L 
. . . . . . . . . 
0 0 D cl 
. . . . 
LL ILL LL L LLL 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
3 
G, 
(From now on. only one node has a label for which there is a production). 
d d Ct . : . 0 
ii 
ik.L 
LLL L L 
. . . . . . . 
.D .D .o .D 
L L L LL LLL LLL 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
a 
G? 
d d d 





. . . . . . 
0 0 D 
. .o . . 
LL LLL L LL LL L 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
FIG. Zb-Continued. 
The last graph is an element of L(G,). 
(f) The connections between the upper and the lower chains are “broLen” by 
applying productions of type (6a) or (6b). Formally, if Z,-& f? s-k, Ha& H, 
H is totally disconnected, n,, n2 E VE, (pi (n,) ET*, c&n,) E &,, {n,, n,} C$ E,g, the 
ancestors of n, and n, in fi are adjacent, then H is derived from fl by applying a 
production of type (6a) or (6b) to one of those ancestors. 
(g) If G, has an axiom Z, in which the upper chain and the lower chain are of 
different length, no totally disconnected graph can be derived in G,. 
ProoJ From (a) through (d) it follows that a derivation of a totally disconnected 
graph must be as illustrated in (e). 
(1) If the upper chain of Z, is longer than the lower one (Fig. 3), then we arrive 
at the situation of Fig. 4, where no further productions can be applied without 
deriving a graph that is not totally disconnected. 
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- ... * 
El A* A3 At 
FIGURE 3 
0 D 
. . w 
k: L.t.L . . L L cm~ At 
FIGURES 
f--AL L 2% 
A2 4, At 
FIGIJRE~ 
d d 
. . c%) at 
L.: 
LLL LL 
. . . . . 
. . ,. w . 
k,L 
LLL LLL L 6 
. . . At . . . . 
FIGURE 6 
(2) If the lower chain of Z, is longer (Fig. 5), then we reach the situation of 
Fig. 6, where again no further production can be applied without deriving a graph 
that is not totally disconnected. I 
Step III 
We now define a family of RNLC-grammars g3, that is similar to gz except that 
positive integers are added as second components of the labels. Let n be an arbitrary, 
but fixed, positive integer. Then the elements of g3 are of the form 
where 
c, = 22 x {l,..., n), 
A, = A, x {l,..., n}, 
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w ., -Ij 
(Bl.11) (A,.i,) (A,.i,) (A,.I,) (At.!,1 
FIG. 7. General form of Z, 
Z, is of the form shown in Fig. 7 (S does not have to be equal to r) and P, consists of 
the following productions : 
(1) For each production rr of one of the types (la), (lb), (2a), (2b), (3a), (3b), 
(4a), (4b), (5a), (5b): 
P, includes, for every j E (l,..., n}, the production 
(2) For each production 7c of (6a), (6b), 
It= ((C,,f)+w). 
Let P, include, for every j E {l,..., n), the production 
u(((~,k),(C,,~'))Ikfk',mE{1,2,3,t)} . 1 
PROPOSITION 3. If G, CS F3;, then a totally disconnected graph can be derived in 
G, in at most one way, and only under the condition that 
(1) the upper and lower chains of the axiom are of the same length; 
(2) the sequences of second components, readfrom left to right, for both the upper 
and lower chains are identical. 
Proof. (1) Let h be the coding from Z, to Zz defined by h(x, i) = x. Then the 
definition of P, above implies that if H =z-ol H’ by applying a production 
corresponding to the forms (la), (lb), (2a), (2b), (3a), (3b), (4a), (4b), (5a) or (5b), 
then h(H) aG1 h(H’). Consequently, statements analogous to (a) through (g) of the 
proof of Proposition 2 hold for G,. Thus, (1) holds. 
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(2) The definition of P, given above implies that in a derivation of a totally 
disconnected graph, a production corresponding to (6a) or (6b) from P, may be 
applied to the ith node (counted from left to right) of the lower chain of an inter- 
mediate graph only if the second component of its label equals the second component 
of the label of the ith node in the upper chain of this graph. Since the proof of (1) 
above implies the uniqueness of the derivation of a totally disconnected graph, this 
implies (2). I 
Step IV 
Let (A =(a,,a 2 ,..., a,,), B = Go,, Pz v..., P,)) be an instance of PCP. We will now 
give a grammar G&4, B) that will generate, among others, graphs of the form that 
the axioms of the grammars of 5Zj had. Let N = { 1,2,..., n}, and let m = maxiEN tail, 
f = maXiEN I/?rl. Let M= { 1,2,..., m} and F = { 1,2 ,..., f }. Let 0, p be defined as in 
step I, and for 1 <j< Ioil, 1 <k < lpi1 let a(i,j) and J?(i, k) denote the jth and the 
kth letter of a, and pi, respectively. 
Then let G,(A, B) = (.C,, A,, P,, 2,) be a RNLC grammar such that 
&=C,U~dJ~& {LZ, To, T,, T,, T3, T,}, 
where r, = Z3 (with n = #A = #B), 




P, consists of the following productions: 
(1) For all i, j E N such that a(i, 1) = p(j, I), 
(2) For all i,jEN, IEM, kEF, r, sE{l,2,3} such that la,J>IandJP,(>k, 
and a(i,l+ l)=/?(j,k+ I), 
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(3) For all i,i’,jEN, kEF,r,sE{1,2,3} with l@i/>k and a(i’,l)= 




(i, Iail,jv IPjlY r, S>, 
> 
(i', LP, Lo(r),u(s))) 
(&,l_f) 
c x {To,LJU {( %i')} x r,u {T,,L})U {(a;,P)} x CT&J {Wi)) EP,. 
(6) For all i,j,kEN,r,sE {1,2,31, 
(((i, Iai(,j, IPjl, r, S), [ i!?: ii); 
i&k)1 x (r,u {To,Ll)u {(hk)} x CCu (r,,~})) EP,. 





(8) For all j E N, 
(9) For i = 1,2, 3, for all j E N, 
(10) For i = 1,2,3, for all j E N, 
(11) For all jE N, 
K T, . @tJ ” - (j,,.i) 1 ; I@,J)} x r‘l u {(A,,j)} x r, ) E P,. 
Observe that there are no productions for elements of A,. 
PROPOSITION 4. L(G,(A, B)) contains all graphs of the form shown in Fig. 8, 
where ai,ai2 .a. ai,_, =&Pkz .s. Pk,_,tiS = k,, r, s, q > 2 and all the i’s and k’s are in 
N and moreover, every graph in L(G,(A, B)) that is not of this form contains a non- 
isolated L-labelled node. 
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(A,&) (Ad.) (Ads) (At.1,) ($1,) 
AL * -%- * * u * . ..-A 
t6,,k,i (T,,kl) lZ,.k,) (6,.k,) G2,k5) G,.ks) G,,k,l (Tt,kq) 
FIG. 8. General form of the graphs in L(G,(A, B)) without non-isolated L-labelled node. 
Proof. (a) In any derivation of a graph of L(G,(A, B)), there is precisely one step 
in which a production of the form (7) or (8) is applied. 
Proof of (a). It is easy to see that any derivation in G,(A, B) has to start with a 
production of form (1). Since T, & A,, the T,-labelled node has to be rewritten at 
some step. But productions of types (7) and (8) are the only productions, rewriting 
r,. Hence, a step as in the statement of (a) exists. 
To prove that precisely one such step exists we notice that productions of the form 
(1) are the only productions, introducing T,-labelled nodes. Since no rewriting ever 
introduces a Z-labelled node, a T,-labelled node is introduced only once. a 
(b) Suppose C% is a derivation of length V, resulting in a graph of the form of 
Fig. 8, i.e., a graph without a non-isolated L-labelled node. Let w be the number of 
the step where a production of type (7) or (8) is applied. Then in steps 1 up to 
(w - 1) only productions of types (1) through (6) are applied, and in steps w up to Y 
only productions of types (7) through (11) are applied. 
Proof of(b). Since (7) and (8) are the only types of productions that introduce a 
T,-labelled node (where i = 1,2,3, t), it is clear that productions of types (9), (lo), 
(11) cannot be applied before the w + 1 th step. It now follows from (a) above that it 
is enough to prove that productions of types (1) through (6) do not occur in k;3 after 
the wth step. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose a production of type (1) 
through (6) is applied after the wth step. It is clear from the definition of G, that no 
element of S(G,(A, B)) has more the one node with label in F4, and that the only 
graph without a node with label in r,, that derives a graph with such a node is the 
axiom. We conclude that only productions of types (1) through (5) are used before 
step w. This implies that=the graph H,_l, resulting from the (w - 1)th step in a, has 
a node m with label in I’,. It follows from the definition of types (1) through (5) that 
in H,,-r, m is adjacent to the T,-labelled node n. The rewriting of n in the wth step, 
using a production of type (7) or (8), results in a graph containing an L-labelled node 
that is adjacent to m. It follows from the definition of G, that no totally disconnected 
graph can be derived from this graph: an L-labelled node cannot be rewritten and the 
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(b,.l,) h,.l,l (%I,1 (a7.l.) (a,.&) 
To J” 
t6,.k,) G,.kl) (l,.k,) (S,.k,) c&k,) 'tit,ks' 
FIG. 9. General form of H,_ , . 
(b,.i, I (a&.) hi,) (hl.1 (a,,i,) 
To~c++~ 
(6,.k,) (b,.kz I lS,.kd lS,.k,) “. (Cv.kf) 
FIG. 10. General form of the Hts. 
rewriting of m leads to at least one descendant fi that has a label in r, U F4 and that 
is adjacent to the L-labelled node. Since ti cannot be rewritten, this is a 
contradiction. I 
(c) We now prove that H,_, defined in (b) is of the form shown in Fig. 9, with 
aj, c$ * * * q_, =A,& ..a Pkq_, and 4 = k,. 
Proof of (c). Clearly, in the first step a production of type (1) is applied, and in 
step (w - l), a production of type (6) is used. We let Hi, 0 ( i < u denote the graph, 
resulting from the ith step of L@. We now prove by induction on the number of steps, 
i, that for 1 Q i ,< w - 2, H, is of the form shown in Fig. 10, where y, 6 E { 1,2,3} and 
ail a/* ’ *’ (lie_1 a(i,, 1) a(i,, 2) -.. a(&-, 4 =Pk,Pk2 .-- Pk,_,P(kf9 1) B(& 2) **- P(kfy 0 
-For i = 1, this property follows immediately from the definition of productions 
of type (1). 
-Since a production of type (6) can only be applied in step w - 1, it is sufficient 
to show that the application of a production of type (2) through (5) to a graph of this 
form gives again a graph of this form. This follows immediately from the definition of 
those productions. 
It follows from the definition of the productions of type (6) that H,_, is of the 
desired form. 1 
(d) From the definition of G, it follows, by induction on the length of the word 
ai,aiz “’ ai _ p ,4L 1) Me, 2) - -. a@,, I), that all graphs of the form (*) can be 
derived, usmg only productions of the forms (1) through (6). 
Combining (b), (c) and (d), it follows from the definition of the productions of 
types (7) through (11) that L(G,(A, B)) is indeed of the form described in 
Proposition 4. I 
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Using the construction above we can prove now an undecidability result which 
while interesting on its own will also be useful in providing other undecidable 
properties of NLC grammars. 
THEOREM 3. It is undecidable whether or not, given a NLC grammar G, L(G) 
contains a totally disconnected graph. 
Proof: Let (A = (a,, a2 ,..,, a,,), B = @, , & ,..., /3,)) be an instance of PCP. Let G, 
be constructed as in part III of the above construction (set n = #A = #B), and let 
G&4, B) be constructed as in part IV of the above construction. Let G(A, B) be the 
RNLC grammar (I;, A, P,, 2) defined as follows. 




(ii) Let Fx result from P, by replacing the labels from r, by their counterparts 
from i=,. Add the set Z x {o, Q&L} to the connection relation of each production 
from P, and pj, and let P, and P, respectively be the resulting sets of productions. 
Add the set C x {Q, Q} to the connection relation of each production from P4 ; let i3, 
be the resulting set of productions. Now adtan isolated Q-labelled node to the right- 
hand side of each production from P, and P, ; let n3 and 6, be the so obtained sets 
of productions. Finally let 
Let @ be a derivation of a totally disconnected graph. Clearly, in 9 the 
production (0, 9) must be applied once. Since Q cannot be rewritten, and all 
connection relations contain Z x {Q}, this production must be applied to a graph H 
labelled by elements of A, U {&} only. In 52 no production of n, UI?, can be 
applied before Q is rewitten, because the application of these productions results in a 
graph i? that contains an edge a. Obviously no totally disconnected graph can be 
derived from i?. Consequently, if m is the Q-labelled node of H, then 
M\m E L(G,(A, B)). N ow suppose that, in H\m, the L-labelled node is adjacent to 
another node, v say. Then from the definition of P it follows that in every graph, 
derived from H, all descendants of v are adjacent to the L-labelled node. This is a 
contradiction. Thus we conclude that H\m is of the first form from the statement of 
Proposition 4. Moreover, it is easily seen that no production of P, can be applied to a 
graph that is derived from H. 
The above conclusions, combined 
disconnected graph can be derived 
solution. I 
57 I/22/2-5 
with Propositions 3 and 4, yield that a totally 
in G(A, B) if and only if PCP(A, B) has a 
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FIG. 11. The graph K,. 
One of the central notions of graph theory is the notion of a planar graph. Hence it 
is quite natural to investigate, e.g., whether or not the language of a NLC grammar 
consists of non-planar graphs only. We will do this now. 
It is a well-known fact (see, e.g., [I]) that a graph is not planar if and only if it has 
a subgraph that is homeomorphic to one of the Kuratowski graphs K, or K,, where 
K, is the complete graph on 5 vertices and K, is the graph with 6 vertices shown in 
Fig. 11. This result will be used in the proof of our next theorem. 
THEOREM 4. It is undecidable whether or not the language of a given NLC 
grammar contains a planar graph. 
ProoJ: We will show that a decision procedure for this question leads to a 
decision procedure for the question of Theorem 3. To this aim, we provide a 
construction which, given an arbitrary RNLC grammar G, yields a RNLC grammar 
G such that L(6) contains a planar graph if and only if L(G) contains a totally 
disconnected graph. Let G = (Z, A, P, Z). Then G = (2? 2, p, z), 
2=zu (C} with C&C, 
a= {C}, 
z=z; 
P is constructed as follows. 
(1) If ((I, D); C) is a production of P, then ((I, D); C U (.?? X {CC?})) E p. 
(2) For all x E A, 
Obviously, S(G) s s(G). We now prove that indeed: 
L(G) contains a totally disconnected graph if ad only if L(G) 
contains a planar graph. 
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(a) “Only if’: let H be a totally disconnected graph. It is obvious that by 
applying productions of type (2), a planar graph of L(G) can be derived from H. 
(b) “If’: let 8 be a derivation in G from a planar graph. Then in g, productions 
of type (2) can only be applied to isolated nodes. Indeed, if such a production was 
applied to a non-isolated node, this would result in a graph that contains as a 
subgraph a complete graph with eight nodes. (This follows from the fact that the 
connection relation of every production contains 2 x {C’), and from the definition of 
(2.) Now omit from g all steps in which a production of type (2) was used. The we 
get a derivation &% in G. Since the d consists of C only, the resulting graph A of 6? 
has labels in A, and because the omitted steps are rewritings of isolated nodes, ff is a 
totally disconnected graph of L(G). 1 
We end this section by considering two decision problems the solutions of which 
follow from Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. It is undecidable whether or not, given an arbitrary NLC-grammar 
G = (C, A, P, C, Z), and two arbitrary subsets A, B of A, there is a graph H in L(G) 
such that A is not adjacent to B in H. 
Proof. Let A = A, B = A, then HE L(G) and A is not adjacent to B in H if and 
only if H is totally disconnected. Hence the result follow from Theorem 3. 
Remark. The theorem is also true if A n B = 0, which is seen as follows. Let ---- 
G = (C, A, P, Z) be a RNLC-grammar with L(c) = L(G). Let S, T be two new labels 
and let A = {S}, B = {T}. Replace 2 by {S, T}, add the set ,!? x {S, T} to the 
connection relation of every production and for every element X of d, add the 
production ((X, z T); {S, T} x (EU {S, T})) to E Then clearly the new grammar 
derives a graph in which A is not adjacent to B if and only if L(G) = L(c) contains a 
totally disconnected graph. (The “only if’ part follows from the fact that a 
connection to a S- or T-labelled node can never be broken.) 1 
THEOREM 6. Given an arbitrary NLC grammar G, it is undecidable whether or 
not S(G) contains a graph H, such that the family {M 1 H S$ 44) is of bounded 
degree. 
Proof. By (17) from Section I it follows that we may suppose that G has no 
productions for elements of its terminal alphabet. Let G = (C, A, P, C, Z) and 
construct G from G as follows: 
(1) add a new label, A say, to X and A (A @E 2); 
(2) addthesetzx{A}U{A}xEtoC; 
(3) add to P the productions 
(i) (X, 4) for every X E A, 
(ii) (A, ? 4); 
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then, for every HE S(G) holds that {M 1 Hs$ M} is of bounded degree only if the 
set {K E L(G) ) H a* K} contains only totally disconnected graphs. Indeed, if for an 
arbitrary graph H over C we have H a,$ K then H =+-,$ K and if K E L(G) and K is 
not totally disconnected, then we can derive from K a graph of arbitrary degree by 
the productions from (i) and (ii). 
Now suppose n is the smallest positive integer such that there exists a HE S(c) 
for which Z =s-$ H and (A4 1 H =+$ M] is of bounded degree. We show that HE S(G). 
This is seen as follows: 
-If n = 0, HE S(G) is obvious; 
-If only production sof P are used in the derivation of H then obviously 
HE S(G). 
-Otherwise, a production from P\P must be applied to an isolated node. If omit 
this step from the derivation of H, then the obtained graph fl is such that 
(it4 ( A=$ M} is of bounded degree (because only productions from PIP can rewrite 
elements of A). This contradicts the minimality of n. 
On the other hand, if HE L(G) and H is totally disconnected, HE S(c) and 
{M ) H 38 M} is of bounded degree (The only production for elements of A in G are 
of type (i)). Hence we conclude that there exists a HE S(c) such that {M 1 H =+g M} 
is of bounded degree if and only if L(G) contains a totally disconnected graph. 
Therefore, the desired result follows from Theorem 1. m 
IV. THE SECOND BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
In classical formal (string) language theory quite a number of decision problems 
were considered already. Hence a possible strategy to settle a decision problem 
concerning graph grammars is to “reduce” it to a decision problem in string 
grammars the solution of which is known. In this section we follow this strategy to 
settle solutions of a number of decision problems concerning NLC grammars. The 
result to which we reduce our problems is the undecidability of the emptiness 
problem for context sensitive (CS) grammars (see, e.g., [7]). Our “reduction 
technique” uses the following result from [6]. 
THEOREM 7. There exists an algorithm which, given an arbitrary CS string- 
grammar f?, constructs a NLC grammar G such that 
(1) every element of S,,,,(G) is of the form 
(C is a “special’ symbol that cannot be rewritten.) 
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(2) If we define, for a graph H of the above form, W(H) = I, 1, a.. I,, then 
i WV-0 I HE &m,(G)1 = U’% 
Since the emptiness problem for CS string-grammars is undecidable, the above 
L(G) contains a connected graph. 
It is undecidable whether or not, for an arbitrary NLC grammar G, L(G) contains 
a connected graph. 
THEOREM 9. It is undecidable whether or not, for an arbitrary NLC grammar G, 
L(G) contains a hamiltonian graph. 
A very natural problem to consider is whether or not the language of a NLC 
grammar is of bounded degree. We could not solve this problem, however, we can 
show that this problem is undecidable if one considers the connected language of a 
NLC grammar. 
THEOREM 10. Given an arbitrary NLC grammar G, it is undecidable whether or 
not L,,,,(G) is of bounded degree. 
Proof. We will show that we can construct a RNLC grammar G such that 
L,,,,(G) is of bounded degree if and only ifL,,,,(G) 3 empty. Since, by (16) of 
Section I, we can construct a NLC grammar G with L(G) = L(G), the theorem then 
follows from Theorem 8. 
From (17) of Section I we know that we can construct a RNLC grammar 
G = (2, a, P, 2) such that P contains no productions for lements of 2 and ---- 
L(c) = L(G). Now let G= (Z, A, P, 2) where 
E=cu {$} with % & 2, 
6=du ($}, 
z=z, 
Now if M is a graph, let Ms denote the full subgraph of M with label set 
{v 1 v E V,, c,oM(v) = $}. Th en for graphs H, H we have H =s~ il only if 
H\H, +$ A\&. (If the production, applied in H -,g belongs to PIP, then 
H\H, = if\& and otherwise, this statement follows from the fact that the rewritten 
node does not belong to H,). From this we conclude that HE L(G) implies 
H\H, E L(G). W e now prove that for HE S(G), H is connected if and only if H\H, 
is connected. This follows from the fact that every $-labelled node of H has exactly 
one neighbor, and this neighbor has a label in j. We show this by induction on the 
length of a derivation for H. 
(i) If H = z, then the result is obvious (H has no %-labelled nodes). 
(ii) Assume that the result holds for every graph H that can be derived from z in 
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C?f in at most n - 1 steps. Let M be such that z+$- ’ H *c M. By the induction 
hypothesis, H satisfies the condition. For the nth step of the derivation of A4 we have 
two possibilities: either a production of PTp is applied and then M satisfies the 
condition, or a production of p is applied and then, since in p no element of d can be 
rewritten and because of the induction hypothesis, the rewritten node of H has no S- 
labelled neighbors. Therefore M satisfies the condition also in this case. 
Now if L,,,,(G) is not of bounded degree, it is nonempty and it contains a graph 
H with H # Hs. We conclude that H\H, is an element of L,,,,(G) = L,,,,(G) and 
thus, L,,,,(G) is nonempty. On the other hand, if HE L,,,,(G) then HE S,,,,(@ 
and by applying productions from PIP we clearly can derive from H connected 
graphs of an arbitrary degree. m 
We also have the following reduction of the problem of bounded degreeness for 
NLC grammars. 
THEOREM 11. For an arbitrary NLC grammar G, it is decidable whether or not 
L(G) is of bounded degree $and only ifit is decidable whether or not L(C)\L,,,,(G) 
is of bounded degree. 
Proof: For any NLC grammar G = (Z, A, P, C, 2) we can construct a NLC 
grammar G such that (1) every element of L(c) is disconnected, and (2) L(G) is of 
bounded degree if and only if L(G) is of bounded degree. The construction is easy: 
add a new label, L, say, to Z and A, and add an isolated, L-labelled node to Z. Then 
every element of S(c) consist of two parts: an isolated, L-labelled node and an 
element of S(G). 1 
The problem whether or not the languages generated by two (graph) grammars 
intersect is a quite standard problem to consider. Its solution for NLC grammars is 
provided now. 
THEOREM 12. Given two NLC-grammars G, and G,, it is undecidable whether 
L(G,) n L(G,) = 0. 
ProoJ Let c, = (El, ii,, Fl,, z,) be an arbitrary CS grammar. Let 
G, =(21>Al,P1, C,,Z,) be the corresponding NLC grammar from Theorem 7. Let 
G, be the NLC grammar G, = (Z;, A,, P,, C2, Z,), where 
Z, = Z:, (hence c E Z,), 
A, = A, (hence C E AJ, 
z,= ??, 
‘-r(E.,ej /*Ed,! 
C, =A,\{&/ xA,\W. 
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Then L(G,) is the set of chains with labels in d, . We clearly have L(G,) r? L(G,) = 
L,,,,(G,) and therefore, the result follows from Theorem 8. 1 
We now give a technical lemma that is a variation of Theorem 7 and that will be 
useful in the proof of our next three undecidability results, which conclude this 
section. 
LEMMA 1. There exists an algorithm which, given an arbitrary CS string- 
grammar G, constructs a NLC grammar e such that 
(1) every element of S,,,,(G) is of the form 
C I, 1, 1, I, 1, % 
. ..-. 
c’, % 6s (1,) 1, ,..., I,} (Q? and % are “special” symbols that cannot be rewritten). 
(2) If we define, for a graph H of the above form, U(H) = 1, 1, eS. l,,, then 
I WI I H E L,,,(~N = L(c), 
Proof: By (16) of Section I, it suffices to provide a construction of a RNLC 
grammar G with the above properties. Such a construction can be obtained by the 
following changes in the construction of the proof of Theorem 7 (Theorem 9 in [ 61). 
(a) Add the new symbol c to z and A. 
(b) If Z= 1”’ then let 
Z=” 1;” % 
(c) If R is a production of G with only one node in its right-hand side, then add 
C x (S}to E(R). 
(d) If R is a production of G of the form 
(( 
then add (([Zli,S)} to E(R). m 
THEOREM 13. Given an arbitrary NLC grammar G = (Z, A, P, C, Z), and two 
arbitrary subsets A, B of A, it is undecidable whether or not A and B are connected in 
G. 
Proof. Let G be an arbitrary CS string-grammar. Let e be as in the statement of 
Lemma 1. Let A = {C}, B = {$ }. The clearly A is connected to B in G if and only if 
L(c) is non-empty. The desired result now follows from the fact that the emptiness 
problem for CS string-grammars is undecidable. I 
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THEOREM 14. Given an arbitrary NLC grammar G, it is undecidable whether or 
not L(G) contains a graph that is not l-connected. 
Proof: Let c be any CS string-grammar. Let G be as in the statement of 
Lemma 1. Let G, result from G by adding to the axiom 2 of G an edge incident to 
the C-labelled node and to the Slabelled node of 2. Then clearly L(G,) contains a 
graph that is not l-connected if and only if L(G) - is nonempty. We then use again the 
undecidability of the empthiness problem for CS string-grammars to obtain the 
desired result. 1 
THEOREM 15. Given an arbitrary ANLC grammar G, it is undecidable whether 
or not L(G) is of bounded degree. 
Proof: Let G be an arbitrary CS string-grammar, and let G = @:,a, p, e, 2) be 
the NLC grammar from the statement of Lemma 1. Let G, = @r, a,, P,, c,, z,), 
where 
with 17, = {(X,/i) (XE&and c, = eU {($, CL?‘)}. 
We will show that L(G,) is of bounded degree if and only if L(c) is empty. The 
theorem then again follows from the undecidability of the emptiness problem for CS 
string-grammars. 
First we show that there exists a H in L(G,) of the form 
C X, x, x, % 
_ . .._ 
if and only if there exist a, 9 a2 9**-, Q, + , in (a,)* such that 
a,X,a,X,a, ..a anXnan+, EL(G). 
The if part follows from Lemma 1 and the form of the productions from n,. We 
prove the only if part by induction on the length of a derivation of H. 
(1) If H = 2, then the result trivially holds. 
(2) Let us assume that the results holds if 2, ‘8;’ H and that H =+o, I?. If no 
erasing production is used in deriving A from 2, then the result follows directly from 
Lemma 1. If a production A --t A is used, it follows from the construction from the 
proof of Theorem 7 (see [6]) that by omitting this production we get a connected 
graph, & of the form 
E X, X, X, X,_, A Xi X, S 
_ . . . _ . .._C_ 
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(ir differs from fi only by the extra A-labelled node). We have Z, 3:;’ R and we 
can use the induction hypothesis: For some 
a,, a2,..., ai_,, a, a, oi+r,..., an+,, 
a,X,a,X, ... ai_lXi_l&lr?Xiai+, -.a a,,X,,a,,+, EL(c) and we let 
ai = aA& 
Now suppose L(e) is empty. Then no graph of the form ‘L--! occurs in L(G,). 
Since c and % cannot be rewritten in G (see the proof of Theorem 3 in [6]), it follows 
that Q? and % are not adjacent in G,. We conclude that L(cr) is of bounded degree. 
To prove that L(c,) is of bounded degree only if L(G) is empty, suppose L(c) is 
not empty. Then L(c,) contains as graph of the form a-. s Clearly, by successive 
applications of the production % + 2 ! we can derive graphs of arbitrary degree from 
this graph. I 
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